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Abstract: This paper elaborates the cone–hemispherical gypsum particle breakages under normal
contact with different particle shape parameters (contact diameter d, cone angle θ and sphere diameter
D) and proposes a simple quantitative approach to discriminate breakage modes. The effects of
the particle shape parameters on particle breakage are investigated through analyzing breakage
processes, breakage modes and force–displacement curves. Three breakage modes are formed during
the breakage experiments: peeling, peeling–splitting and splitting, corresponding to three different
normal force–displacement curves. The formation of a conical core is deemed as the precondition for
particle splitting. The particle breakage mode transfers from peeling to splitting with the increase in
contact diameter d and cone angle θ, but a decrease in sphere diameter D. The critical normal force
Fcr is positively linearly related to contact diameter d and cone angle θ, but the relationship between
Fcr and sphere diameter D heavily depends on the breakage mode. Furthermore, the critical contact
diameter dcr described by cone angle θ and sphere diameter D is proposed to discriminate breakage
modes of the cone–hemispherical gypsum particles.

Keywords: particle breakage mode; particle shape parameters; cone–hemispherical gypsum particle;
force–displacement curve; discrimination method

1. Introduction

Particle breakage of granular materials usually occurs at high stress levels in high
earth–rockfill dams [1]. Large deformation caused by rapid brittle breakage of particles
usually leads to dam instability, even failure, causing serious accidents [2–5]. Therefore,
considerable effort has been devoted to particle breakage, as well as its affecting factors,
and significant advancements have been achieved in recent years [6–8]. Mostly, the particle
was considered to be an ideal sphere because the spherical particle has greater crushing
strength [9]. Actually, almost all granular particles in nature exist in a non-spherical form.
Compared with spherical particles, non-spherical particles need a higher coordination
number to maintain a stable configuration due to a decrease in the number of strong
force chains in numerical simulation [10]. Many experimental studies demonstrated that
particle breakage could be significantly affected by the shape anisotropy of non-spherical
particles [6,10,11].

Particle shape parameters, such as sphericity, roundness, angularity, irregularity, were
presented to describe particle shape [9,12]. A lower degree of sphericity and higher flakiness
index led to lower resistance to particle breakage [13–15]. Besides, the flat and elongated
ratio and angularity index were recommended to describe the particle shape of the coarse-
grained soil [16–18]. Zhu et al. [19] calculated the angularity index to eliminate the influence
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of particle size on the angularity of coarse aggregate. Wu et al. [20] proposed particles’
circularity value through image processing and analysis to describe the characteristics
of particle shape. Jiang et al. presented a boundary–spheropolygon element method to
simulate the interaction of particles and found the decrease in the circularity of particles
increases the heterogeneity of the force chain and causes high tensile stress areas in certain
particles, which would lead to more breakage and showed lower breakage resistance in the
granular material [15].

Meanwhile, particle size has a great influence on particle breakage. With the increase
in particle size, the characteristic stress of a single particle decreases [21–27]. The possible
explanation is that the increase in particle size increases the probability of larger flaws
being present [27]. The characteristic stress of coral sand at the failure state and particle size
has an exponential relationship under a single particle compression test [21]. Furthermore,
the studies of non-spherical particle breakage are mostly for natural materials, and the
quantitative analysis of particle shape on particle breakage is still scarce.

This paper investigated the particle breakage of a kind of shape-anisotropic particle
under normal load. The particles were molded as the cone–hemisphere with different
sphere diameters, cone angles and contact diameters. The influences of these variables
on particle breakage mode were elaborated by analyzing breakage processes, breakage
modes and force–displacement curves. Furthermore, the breakage mode discrimination of
cone–hemispherical gypsum based on particle shape was proposed. To eliminate the effect
of fissures, high-strength gypsum was used as the molding material in this study due to its
isotropy, flawlessness and ease of molding.

2. Material and Experimental Method
2.1. Experimental Material

Compared with natural materials with fissures and joints, high-strength gypsum
is isotropic, flawless and easy to shape. In order to study the physical and mechanical
parameters of high-strength gypsum, the cylinder samples with strain gauges are subjected
to a uniaxial compression test, and the compressive strength, elastic modulus and poisson
ratio can be calculated. The tensile strength of high-strength gypsum can be calculated
by the splitting test. The parameters of high-strength gypsum and natural materials
(sandstone, limestone and slate [28]) were listed in Table 1. The high-strength spherical
gypsum also showed similar breakage characteristics with natural materials (sandstone,
limestone and slate) under normal contact. The breakage modes of gypsum and these
three natural material spherical particles (sphere diameter = 50 mm) are similar, as shown
in Figure 1. Both gypsum and natural material particles presented as a local crushing
at the contact area and then broke into two or three pieces as a whole. The reason for
spherical gypsum being crushed into three pieces instead of two pieces is that particles with
lower strength are more likely to crush into more pieces [28]. Normal force–displacement
curves (see Figure 2) also show similarities. The normal forces of all particles increase
with increasing displacements in the initial stage, which corresponds to the local crushing
at the contact; the normal forces then drop sharply. At this stage, the spherical particles
broke into two pieces. Then, the normal forces continued to increase as the broken pieces
supported loads continuously and broke into more pieces. The first peak value of the
normal force Fcr is of great significance as it is the characteristic critical force for the overall
crushing of spherical particles [28]. The critical forces of four spherical particles and their
tensile strengths have a positive correlation, as shown in Figure 3. Hence, high-strength
gypsum could be used in this study as an alternative to natural material for molding
cone–hemisphere particles.

2.2. Experiment Scheme

Although it is worth studying the breakage of shape-anisotropic non-spherical parti-
cles, the particle shape should be simple enough. For single-particle contact, the impact of
particle shape on particle breakage is mainly at the contact point because crushing failure
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is sensitive to the relative curvature of the contact interfaces [27]. The particle shape is
designed as a cone–hemisphere in this study (see Figure 4). Twenty-three group normal
contact tests of cone–hemispherical particles with different contact diameters, cone angles
and sphere diameters were carried out, as listed in Table 2. Each group test was repeated
10 times to minimize the random error. The rock rheological testing system (see Figure 5)
was used for normal contact experiments, which can load the rock in two ways: force
control or displacement control. The measurement and control precision for force and
deformation are 5 N and 0.001 mm, respectively. The data acquisition frequency is ap-
proximately 1 Hz. The steel groove bases (see Figure 5c) are designed to support particles.
A high-definition camera was fixed in front of the testing system to capture the particle
breakage process per 10 s. The displacement control loading mode with a constant loading
velocity of 0.002 mm/s was adopted. For a sphere diameter of 30 mm or a sphere diameter
of 50 mm and a cone angle of 120◦, the predetermined displacements are 1.5 mm, or else
the predetermined displacement is 2 mm, to make sure particles fully crush.

Table 1. Properties of high-strength gypsum and natural materials.

Material Elastic Modulus
E (MPa) Poisson Ratio ν

Tensile Strength
(MPa)

Compressive
Strength (MPa)

Slate 65.1 0.25 6.8 117.3

Limestone 53.8 0.28 5.2 85.9

Sandstone 22.9 0.29 4.1 57.1

Gypsum 16.1 0.35 2.9 47.2
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Table 2. Particle groups used in the experiments.

G-D-θ-d Material G Sphere Diameter D
(mm)

Cone Angle θ
(◦)

Contact Diameter d
(mm)

G-30-90-3

Gypsum

30 90

3
G-30-90-5 5
G-30-90-7 7
G-30-90-8 8

G-30-90-10 10

G-50-60-5

50

60

5
G-50-60-7 7
G-50-60-8 8

G-50-60-10 10
G50-60-12 12

G-50-90-5

90

5
G-50-90-7 7
G-50-90-8 8

G-50-90-10 10

G-50-120-3

120

3
G-50-120-5 5
G-50-120-7 7
G-50-120-8 8

G-50-120-10 10

G-70-90-8

70 90

8
G-70-90-10 10
G-70-90-12 12
G-70-90-14 14
G-70-90-16 16
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3. Results
3.1. Breakage Process and Mode

Particle breakage modes vary with particle shape and external conditions [29]. For
cone–hemispherical particles, the particle breakage undergoes two processes under external
force, which is similar to the work of Tapias [30]. A local crushing occurred at the contact
area when the normal force was relatively small. With increasing normal force, the particle
breakages turn out to be three types: peeling, peeling–splitting and splitting, as shown in
Figure 6. Peeling is that the particle is crushed at the contact interface, and a few fragments
are peeled off the particle body (see Figure 6a). Another breakage mode is considered as
peeling–splitting (see Figure 6b). Some fragments are peeled off at a relatively low load,
but the particle is crushed into two pieces with increasing load. The third breakage mode is
called splitting (see Figure 6c). Few fragments are peeled off, and the particle is crushed into
two pieces directly. Interestingly, a conical core was formed during the breakage process of
peeling–splitting and splitting (see Figure 7). The conical core consists of a round platform
(the platform is the contact interface) and an inverted cone. The formation of splitting is
caused by the conical core inserting into the particle and the tensile stress reaching the
tensile strength [31,32]. Therefore, the occurrence of the conical core is considered as the
precondition for particle crushing as splitting eventually.
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Table 3 listed the breakage modes for the cone–hemispherical gypsum particles. Parti-
cle breakage mode gradually transfers from peeling to splitting with the increase in contact
diameter d for particles of the same sphere diameter D and cone angle θ. For the same
sphere diameter D (here, 50 mm) and cone angle (here, 90◦), particles crush as peeling
(d = 5 mm), peeling–splitting (d = 7, 8 mm) and splitting (d = 10 mm), respectively, as
shown in Figure 8. The explanation is that for a smaller contact diameter, the particle is
more likely to crush at the contact due to the stress concentration before the stress transfers
to the inside of the particle. For the same sphere diameter D and contact diameter d, the
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larger the cone angle θ is, the more likely the particle crushes as splitting. For the same
sphere diameter D (here, 50 mm) and contact diameter d (here, 7 mm), the breakage modes
are peeling, peeling–splitting and splitting for particles of cone angle of 60◦, 90◦and 120◦,
respectively, as shown in Figure 9. However, particles of the same cone angle θ and contact
diameter d tend to crush as peeling instead of splitting with the increase in sphere diameter
D. Figure 10 shows the breakage modes of particles of the same cone angle (here, 90◦) and
contact diameter (here, 8 mm). It can be seen that for sphere diameter D 30 mm, 50 mm
and 70 mm, the breakage modes are splitting, peeling–splitting and peeling, respectively.
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3.2. Force–Displacement Curves

The force–displacement curves are significantly different among the three breakage
modes. Figure 11a shows the typical peeling force–displacement curves. The normal
force increases linearly with displacement, during which the local crushing happens
and then fluctuates in a certain range due to a few small fragments peeled off. The
larger reduction in the normal force is attributed to the bigger fragment. For particle
peeling–splitting, the normal force experiences a more visible plummet after a linearly
increasing and floating process, mainly caused by more severe local crushing and peeling
(see Figure 11b). In this stage, the particle crushes into two pieces. After that, the normal
force increases gently because the broken pieces could continue to support the load. The
force–displacement curve of the particle splitting (see Figure 11c) is similar to that of
spherical particle splitting [28]. The normal force increases linearly, accompanied by the
occurrence of local crushing, and then drops steeply to almost zero since the particle breaks
into pieces.

After the normal force reaches its first peak, a relatively large displacement is gener-
ated for particle peeling or peeling–splitting, while a large normal force reduction occurs
for particle splitting. All the consequences might induce serious accidents in practical
engineering. Therefore, the first peak value Fcr of the normal force is of great significance to
particle breakage. The critical normal force Fcr is closely related to contact diameter d. The
relationship between the critical normal force and contact diameter is shown in Figure 12.
It can be seen that for the same cone angle (here, 90◦), the 30 and 50 mm exhibit an almost
identical linearly increasing relationship between Fcr and d, whereas, for a larger sphere
diameter, the effect of the contact diameter d in Fcr is more prominent, evident by the
highly accelerated increase of Fcr with an increase of d. The explanation for the prominent
effect of contact diameter d in Fcr for larger sphere diameter D is that Fcr is related to the
crushing surface of the particle. For larger sphere diameter D and contact diameter d, the
crushing surface is much larger than smaller ones. The relationship between critical normal
force Fcr and cone angle θ can also be linearly-fitted (see Figure 13). For the same cone
angle and contact diameter, it seems that the critical normal force Fcr has no significant
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relationship with sphere diameter D. Figure 14a shows no direct correlation between Fcr
and D for particles of contact diameter of 8 mm and 10 mm when the cone angle is 90◦.
The reason may lie in that the breakage modes affect Fcr heavily. Nevertheless, for the
particles that have the same breakage mode, the critical normal force Fcr increases linearly
with increasing sphere diameter D, as shown in Figure 14b. Thus, the relationship between
Fcr and D heavily depends on particle breakage mode.
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3.3. Breakage Mode Discrimination

The peeling–splitting mode can be seen as a transition between peeling and splitting
as it has the characteristics of both peeling and splitting. According to the breakage modes
discussed above, the relationship between contact diameter d, cone angle θ and sphere
diameter D in different modes can be deduced. In order to distinguish different breakage
modes, the largest contact diameter d when the particle is crushed as peeling is defined as
the lower critical contact diameter dcrl, and the smallest contact diameter d when the particle
crushed as splitting is called the upper critical contact diameter dcru. With increasing cone
angle θ, the critical contact diameters dcrl and dcru decrease, as shown in Figure 15. It
indicates that for larger cone angle θ, the particle is more susceptible to crush as splitting.
For particles of sphere diameter of 50 mm, the relationship between cone angle θ and the
critical contact diameters dcrl and dcru could be described as:{

dcrl1 = −0.0833θ + 12.167
dcrul = −0.0833θ + 17.167

(1)

where dcrl1 is the lower critical contact diameter of cone–hemispherical particles of sphere
diameter of 50 mm; dcru1 is the upper critical contact diameter of cone–hemispherical
particles of sphere diameter of 50 mm. θ is the cone angle of cone–hemispherical particles
of 50 mm.
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For the same cone angle, particle shape is the same for the same ratio of contact
diameter d to sphere diameter D. As the breakage mode is related to particle shape instead
of particle scale [33], ratios of the critical contact diameters dcrl and dcru to sphere diameter
D for particles of the same cone angle should be constants. For the particles of cone angle
of 90◦, when sphere diameters are 30 mm, 50 mm and 70 mm, the ratios of the lower critical
contact diameter dcrl to sphere diameter D are 0.10, 0.10 and 0.11, the ratios of the upper
critical contact diameter dcru to sphere diameter D are 0.23, 0.20 and 0.23, respectively. Then
the relationship between critical contact diameters dcrl and dcru and sphere diameter D can
be described as: {

dcrl2 = 0.10D
dcru2 = 0.23D

(2)

where dcrl2 is the lower critical contact diameter of the cone–hemispherical particles of cone
angle of 90◦; dcru2 is the upper critical contact diameter of the cone–hemispherical particles
of cone angle of 90◦. D is the sphere diameter.

As discussed above, the critical contact diameter dcr has a linear relationship with
sphere diameter D and cone angle θ. Therefore, these three variables can be fitted by plane,
as shown in Figure 16. The critical contact diameter dcr can be described as:{

dcrl = 0.125D − 0.0833θ + 6.25
dcru = 0.225D − 0.0833θ + 6.65

(3)

where dcrl is the lower critical contact diameter of the cone–hemispherical particle; dcru
is the upper critical contact diameter of the cone–hemispherical particle; D is the sphere
diameter, and θ is the cone angle.
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Therefore, breakage modes can be discriminated for cone–hemispherical gypsum by
critical contact diameter dcrl and dcru evaluated by formula (3). When contact diameter d
is smaller than or equal to the lower critical contact diameter dcrl, the particle will crush
as peeling under normal contact. When contact diameter d is larger than or equal to
the upper critical contact diameter dcru, the particle will crush as splitting under normal
contact. Otherwise, the particle will crush as peeling–splitting. The discrimination can be
described as: 

d ≤ dcrl Peeling
dcrl < d < dcru Peeling–splitting
d ≥ dcru Splitting

(4)

where dcrl is the lower critical contact diameter; dcru is the upper critical contact diameter.
The formulas (3) and (4) can be used to estimate the breakage modes of cone–hemispherical
gypsum particles according to particle shape.

4. Discussion

This paper investigated the quantified relationship between particle shape and break-
age modes. The breakage mode of cone–hemispherical particles is related to contact
diameter, cone angle and sphere diameter, but not to particle scale. The different stress path
is the main reason for the influence of particle shape on the breakage modes. For peeling,
stress concentration caused by normal loading leads to particle crushing at the contact
before the stress transfers to the inside of the particle. While particle splitting occurred
as the conical core formed at the contact inserted into particle with cracks development
and penetration due to the stress reaches its tensile strength. Particle peeling–splitting is
caused by the above two reasons. For flawless particles, the strength is irrelevant to particle
scale. However, the critical normal force is affected by both particle shape and particle
scale, as the critical normal force is related to particle breakage surface. The discrimination
of breakage mode based on particle shape provides a reference to select the reasonable
particle shape for practical engineering, as there is a significant influence of particle shape
on particle breakage.

As the limitations of experimental conditions, only three sets of cone angle and sphere
diameter were designed for cone–hemispherical particles, the breakage mode discrimi-
nation obtained is maybe not sufficiently precise, but still available due to its regularity.
In future work, natural materials will be considered to explore their influence on particle
breakage and the applicability of breakage mode discrimination on different materials.

5. Conclusions

In this study, detailed insights into the cone–hemispherical gypsum particle breakage
under normal contact at different contact diameter d, cone angle θ and sphere diameter D
was obtained. By analyzing particle breakage processes, breakage modes, normal force–
displacement curves and the effect of particle shape variables on particle breakage were
investigated, and particle breakage discrimination based on particle shape was proposed.
The main conclusions are as follows:

1. After a local crushing at the contact interface, the particle breakages with increasing
normal forces turn out to be three modes: peeling, peeling–splitting and splitting.
The particle breakage mode transfers from peeling to splitting with the increases in
contact diameter d and cone angle θ, but a decrease in sphere diameter D;

2. Each breakage mode has a distinct force–displacement curve. The first peak of normal
force Fcr has a positive linear correlation with contact diameter d and cone angle θ,
but no direct correlation with sphere diameter D. The relationship between the critical
normal force Fcr and sphere diameter D heavily depends on the breakage mode;

3. The critical contact diameter dcr described by cone angle θ and sphere diameter D
is proposed to discriminate particle breakage mode. If contact diameter d is smaller
than the lower critical contact diameter dcrl, peeling will occur, and if contact diameter
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d is larger than the upper critical contact diameter dcru, the particle would be split;
otherwise, the particle would crush as peeling–splitting.
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